
Student : Naina Arora

Strengths She is very eager to learn and has applied herself very 
conscientiously to learning the software and editing 
techniques in FCPX. She makes very strong and 
thoughtful contribuitons into the group discussions and 
reflects on these issues within the structure of her own 
work.
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Improvements She has made large strides in her understanding of the 
editing software, camera handling, audio recording and 
has been very hard working in watching and responding 
to the stimuli that we have placed in front of the group 
during the first terms work.
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Software Knowledge Her knowledge of editing software have increased 
exponentially and she is forging ahead with FCPX and is 
now experimenting with the DSLR cameras.
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Constraints on Learning Naina makes very strong contributions to the group and 
has made good friends on the course. I feel that in the 
second term Naina will and needs to begin to find her own  
voice and visual language.
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Marks Term1 2011 M61mc: 67% M62mc: 68%

Profile: Work in Term 1 Media Production MA : M61mc/M62mc

Naina, seemed quite nervous to begin with but has really blossomed during the first term 
and has gained much in confidence and is fairly assured of her own growing abilities within 
the medium. 
Naina is very eager to learn and asks searching questions. She began in quite a tentative 
way and I was initially concerned about how she might cope with the first intense 
experience in the first term, covering the demonstration in London. She pleased me in how 
she has thrown herself into all of the experiences presented to her. She is very positive 
and makes the most of all that is presented to her.

She initially found the idea of the experimental work quite challenging but really applied 
herself to the filming and editing of this work. She made multiple edits and both Ken and I 
thought that by the last edit she had really begun to understand this type of construction 
and the idea of making non representational moving image pieces. The final artifact was 
really strong and I think Naina will really blossom in the second and third terms.

In the subsequent practical work she put in lots of effort to the post production and she 
was very helpful to a student with less experience than herself. 

In the post production exercise she has learnt a considerable amount and has jumped into 
the new version of Final Cut Pro (FCPX). She has been useful in feeding back on the 
abilities of this new software as its introduction has proved quite controversial. As a result 
of her positive results several of the others in the group have jumped into using FCPX.



Naina has shown considerable skill and dedication in the research phase of her short 
documentary piece in the style of an observational documentary piece. She found a 
subject, she spent time with them and used her intelligence to make them easy in front of 
the camera. There are really strong elements in her documentary piece that captures the 
day to day work of the chef and how he interacts with the other workers.

It will be fun to see how Naina develops in the later part of the MA. 
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